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“RED-Alert involves a lot more than a
computer recognizing certain words. The

RED-Alert is a research and innovation project funded by the
European Union’s Horizon 2020 programme to develop new
online content monitoring and analysis tools to fight terrorism.
To fight the war against terror, Law Enforcement Agencies
(LEAs) are increasingly relying on social media intelligence
(SOCMINT), a new field of intelligence covering a wide range of
applications, techniques and capabilities analysing social media
data, such as Natural Language Processing (NLP), Social
Network Analysis (SNA), Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Complex
Event Processing (CEP).
Commercial tools used by LEAs focus primarily on data mining
and predictive analytics i.e. visualizing and analysing data on
maps through time-sequence playback, centralizing multiple
data stores into one system, discovering hidden value in
existing information stores, sharing data with other law
enforcement organizations.

technology we are building will be able to
process massive amounts of unstructured
data – such as social media posts – in order
to identify meaningful relationships and
spot potential threats”
Jennifer Woodard, CEO of Insikt Intelligence

The RED-Alert solution will cover a wide range of social media
channels, in particular new channels such as Telegram and
Periscope, which are increasingly used by terrorist groups to
disseminate their content. The RED-Alert solution will allow
LEAs to take coordinated action in real-time while preserving
the privacy of citizens.

The specific objectives of
RED-Alert are:
Objective 1: Improve available
building blocks (NLP, SNA, CEP)
and combine them with artificial
intelligence (AI) in order to
support the language, usability
and privacy-preserving
requirements of the RED-Alert
solution
Objective 2: Integrate all building
blocks (NLP, SNA, CEP) in a
holistic solution with real-time
collaborative capabilities and
create a baseline system
(development environment) for
current and future use
Objective 3: Involve law
enforcement agencies in drafting
the specifications and the
building of the RED-Alert
solution
Objective 4: Disseminate the
project results to the scientific
and law enforcement
communities, prepare the
exploitation of the RED-Alert
solution and its individual
modules

The main impact resulting
from using the RED-Alert
solution is:
Improved investigation
capabilities, Crimes solved
more rapidly, to reduce
societal distress,
Investigative costs and the
impact on victims and their
relatives,
Prevention of more terrorist
endeavours,
Better identification and
understanding of criminal
activities,
LEA officers provided with
better tools to help them in
their (specialized) daily work,

RED-Alert brings the best of European research and innovation experts
together to fight terrorism with a consortium of 15 organizations
including European law enforcement agencies, supported by Europol’s
counter-terrorism unit, academic institutions and technology companies.
“We welcome efforts to advance technology

“RED-Alert is one of the first European

that would make it easier for the UK’s

initiatives responding to the challenge of

Counter-Terrorism Network to identify and

automated detection and removal of

remove online terrorist material.” Commander

terrorist propaganda, while preserving the

Dean Haydon, head of the Met Police Counter-

privacy of citizens.” Monica Florea, Head of

Terrorism Command

EU projects Unit, SIVECO, and Project
Coordinator

SIVECO Romania, the project coordinator of RED-Alert, develops
and exports software products and consultancy projects with high
added value to more than 27 countries in the world, being the only
Romanian software company that provides IT services directly to
the European Commission organizations

Information Catalyst (ICE) is a UK SME. Founded in the late
1990s ICE started as a specialist consultancy assisting partners
on commercial, RTD, software development and RDI activity.

Insikt Intelligence’s mission is use complex data technologies to
create easy-to-use tools for helping Law Enforcement Agencies
gain vital intelligence from digital sources.

IntuView is a leading developer and provider of semantic textanalytic solutions for unstructured text that combine cutting-edge
ontology-based technology with document exploitation.

Maven7 was founded in 2009 by a group of visionaries who
shared a mutual interest in networks, among whom are globally
acclaimed scientists Albert-László Barabási, a pioneer of realworld network theory, and Tamás Vicsek, a successful physicist
doing computational and experimental research on the structure
and evolution of complex networks.

MITLA is a not-for-profit association established in Malta. MITLA
was set up in 2014 and presently counts more than 200 members
most of which are C-suite executives which hail from the legal,
professional and technical professions based in Malta.

The International Institute for Counter-Terrorism (ICT) at the
Interdisciplinary Center (IDC) Herzliya is among the leading
academic institutes for counter-terrorism in the world. Founded in
1996, ICT has rapidly evolved into a highly esteemed global hub
for counter-terrorism research, policy recommendations and
education.

Birmingham City University is a modern publicly funded university
based in Birmingham, Britain’s second largest city, with 1,700
teaching staff and 24,000 students from 80 countries around the
world.

The Counter-Terrorism Command (SO15) is responsible for
countering the threat from terrorism and related activities on behalf
of the MPS. This involves a range of operational activity, including
proactive intelligence-led operations and reactive investigations,
support to the intelligence services in gathering and assessing
intelligence, and engagement with a range of partners to prevent
terrorist related activity.

ELTE is Hungary’s most prestigious university with the richest
traditions and the highest international rankings in the country. It
became a Research University in 2010 and received the
distinguished title of University of National Excellence in 2013.

The Protection and Guard Service (SPP) is a state body with
functions in the field of national security, specialized in providing
protection for the Romanian dignitaries, the foreign dignitaries
during their stay in Romania, and their families, within its legal
competence.

City University London (CITY) is one of the premier educational
institutions in the heart of the City of London with an estimated
23,000 undergraduate and postgraduate students and more than
5000 academic staff members.

The Israel National Police (INP) is subordinate to the Ministry of
Public Security (MOPS). The responsibilities of INP cover all
police work aspects from the local through the national levels. The
INP Cyber Crime Unit is a leading factor in responding to cybercrime threats, including investigations of the high-level cybercrimes in the country.

The State Protection and Guard Service is a state institution with
tasks in the field of national security, specialized in providing
protection for the Moldovan dignitaries, the foreign dignitaries
during their stay in the Republic of Moldova, and for their families,
as well as in providing guard for the dignitaries’ work places and
residences.

The Guardia Civil is an armed institution of military nature, whose
point of reference and origin is the Spanish people. The Guardia
Civil “raison d’être” is the protection of citizens, their property and
assets, and its core mission consists in ensuring the full exercise
of rights and freedoms.

